
CALIFORNIA HAS MORE
CRIMINALLY CORRUPT
SENATORS, GOVERNORS AND
MAYORS THAN ANY OTHER
STATE IN THE U.S.A.
 



Political corruption nothing new in California…
It's no great stretch to say that California's modern political
system might have been very different had it not been for the graft
and corruption of the late ...
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An In-Depth Look at Public Corruption in Cal…
In Brief . Corruption in the Golden State is an ongoing problem,
with serious repercussions for Californians. In cities like
Southern California's Bell, politicians ...
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California: The State of Corruption - conver…
Politicians sometimes break the very same laws they create.
Federal officials recently found three California senators to
be corrupt.
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Should California Corruption Be Forgot, and…
Grab a glass of champagne. Then bend your mind around this
New Year's resolution for Californians: In 2017, let's become more
tolerant of political corruption.
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List of Corrupt California Politicians - Ana…
This article is a couple of months old, but it's still a nice list of
names of California politicians (in both parties) that should not
be re-elected....
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California Democrats Await Fallout After 3 …
Charges of corruption leveled against three state senators brought
a rare bit of bad news to a party that has come to thoroughly
dominate politics in that ...
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Here's A Map Showing Just How Corrupt Y…
We all know politicians are as corrupt as they come, but being
able to prove it is a different story. However, by looking at solid and
verifiable statistic
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Corruption and Collusion in California Labor…
A whistleblower inside Ca. Governor Jerry Brown's labor board
alleges corruption at the highest levels of the agency. Will the
Feds take notice?
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Corrupt Politician Exposed: Citizens Dema…
Corrupt Politician Exposed: Citizens Demand
... California's corrupt political class ... exposing
crooked politicians, and embarrassing corrupt media types ...
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"Yes, We're Corrupt": A List of Politicians A…
It's a relief to hear politicians acknowledge the obvious reality
that all Americans see in front of their faces.
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Ex-California mayor facing corruption charg…
Ex-California mayor facing corruption charges thinks jail cell ...
Embattled ex-California mayor faces new ... terrorism and political
corruption.
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10 Most Corrupt Politicians of 2012 - Breit…
On March 12, 2012, Rep. Darrell Issa's (R-CA) ... But, in the
courtroom of public opinion he remains one of the "Ten Most
Wanted Corrupt Politicians" for 2012.
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Ranking The States From Most To Least Co…
Ranking The States From Most To Least Corrupt By
... California was No. 2, ... and legal corruption ("political gains in
the form of campaign contributions or ...
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Political corruption Gun-banner and gun-run…
California's Democrats are suddenly mired in scandal ... Political
corruption Gun-banner and gun-runner? ... was supposed to
keep politicians honest.
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FBI Says California Politician Also a Corru…
Authorities say California State Senator Leland Yee is
a corrupt politician who sold political favors, bragged about a
friendship with an arms dealer, and attempted ...
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Corrupt Ca - Home | Facebook
Corrupt Ca. 656 likes. Corruption in California. Exposing Public
Servants who have betrayed our trust. http://CorruptCa.com
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Members of the Calderon political dynasty - …
FBI investigation of a California political dynasty uncovers alleged
bribery and corruption in the shadows of Tinseltown
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Corrupt Democrats | List of Disgraced Dem…
Disgraced politicians come in all shapes and sizes. No matter
what your political affiliation, this list of corrupt Democrats proves
that no party is safe from corr...
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Bell, California: The Most Corrupt Town in …
Bell, California: little town, big problems. Eight city officials were
arrested there yesterday, including city council members, the city
manager, and the mayor ...
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Ten Most Wanted Corrupt Politicians - judi…
(Washington, DC) — Judicial Watch, the public interest group that
investigates and prosecutes government corruption, today
released its 2012 list of Washington's ...
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Why is public corruption endemic in southea…
Politics Why is public corruption endemic in ... the public interest in
Southern California. KPCC's politics and government ... of
Corruption: L.A. County ...
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The 10 Most Corrupt Mexicans Of 2013 - F…
Abuse of power, lack of transparency and bribery continued
unabated in Mexico in 2013; the 10 most corrupt Mexicans of the
year are identified for the ...
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California Corrupt, Politicians, Judges All …
CALIFORNIA, a PARADISE LOST When governments or states
have secrets, they almost always involve money. Greedy
state politicians are on ...
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Top 10 Most Corrupt Politicians in 2015-20…
One of the draws of national politics in the US and countries
around the globe is money and power. Many politicians get
involved in national politics to enrich ...
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California Democrat Pleads Guilty to Briber…
Former Democratic California State Senator Ron Calderon has
pled guilty to federal charges of bribery and corruption.
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California politicians stole their money. Will…
Bell, Maywood, South Gate, Cudahy, Lynwood - there is a long
history of political scandal in southeast Los Angeles County. A
new generation of local officials, led ...
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List of federal political scandals in the United…
This article provides a list of political scandals that involve officials
from the government of the United States, sorted from most recent
date to least ...
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Top 10 Most Corrupt Politicians In The Wo…
Petro Poroshenko which is now the president of Ukraine is also
included in this list of most corruptpoliticians after his ... Top 10
Most Corrupt Politicians In ...
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California anti-gun senator charged with cor…
California anti-gun senator charged with corruption and ... a
political consultant ... and instead looking at a corrupt institution in
the California Senate ...
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Alison for California
California is one of the most progressive, diverse states in the
nation. We deserve leaders who can't expect change from
establishment politicians like Dianne Feinstein who created
this corruptsystem.
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Corruption Is King In California Politics - Ba…
Effectively making it impossible for a Constitutional Conservative
to be elected in California. The CA GOP had a vote to fight
this corrupt Proposition, but instead decided to adopt it!
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We need an app to reform corrupt Californi…
In California, the problem is particularly severe, because we have
so many billionaires who can buy access, and so
few politicians. California's state senators, for example...
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Are all anti-gun politicians corrupt? | Slow…
Not all of the anti-gun politicians are corrupt, but many of them
certainly are. Here are a few dozen examples to prove my
point. California Senator Leland Yee authored many...
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CORRUPT POLITICIANS: US Federal, Stat…
10 Most Corrupt Politicians of The World 1 - Mohamed Suharto
(Former President of Indonesia) 2 (NY) New York Police
Department Inspector 8 - Ron Calderon, (D-CA)
Former California state...
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 I n a well-functioning democracy, citizen…
J-PAL affiliates Claudio Ferraz (Pontifícia Universidade Católica do
Rio de Janeiro) and Frederico Finan (University of California,
Berkeley) evaluated how exposing information
about corruptpoliticians...

PDF
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California Politicians Could Soon be Force…
Our law will bring this under-the-table-corruption to the surface
and expose these politicians who take political contributions in
exchange for favors for what they really are: corrupt."
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California state Sen. Yee arrested in corrupt…
Assembly members Leland Yee and Ellen Corbett met with
local politicians in Tulare Co. to try to sell California's proposed
fiscal budget in June 2003 in Visalia, Calif. less.
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Judicial Watch Files California Eric Holder | …
Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton called Monday's "records
request" an effort to "expose how California state legislators are
wasting tax dollars to take care of another corrupt politician...
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California Politicians Could Soon be Force…
...politicians may soon have to wear their financiers' logos on
their sleeves in California. After filing the petition, Cox said, "It's
a corrupt system and it's got to change," adding that "[i]f they
don't take...
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